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ABSTRACT: The intensity of tropical cyclones is sensitive to the air–sea fluxes of enthalpy and momentum. Sea spray

plays a critical role in mediating enthalpy and momentum fluxes over the ocean’s surface at high wind speeds, and pa-

rameterizing the influence of sea spray is a crucial component of any air–sea interaction scheme used for the high wind

regime where sea spray is ubiquitous. Many studies have proposed parameterizations of air–sea flux that incorporate the

microphysics of sea spray evaporation and the mechanics of sea spray stress. Unfortunately, there is not yet a consensus on

which parameterization best represents air–sea exchange in tropical cyclones, and the different proposed parameterizations

can yield substantially different tropical cyclone intensities. This paper seeks to review the developments in parameteri-

zations of the sea spray–mediated enthalpy and momentum fluxes for the high wind speed regime and to synthesize key

findings that are common across many investigations.
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1. Introduction

Parameterizations of air–sea exchange represent a large

source of uncertainty in tropical cyclone (TC) intensity fore-

casts (Emanuel 1995; Black et al. 2007; Powell et al. 2003;

Donelan et al. 2004; Green and Zhang 2013, 2014; Torn 2016;

Ma et al. 2017; Richter et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2018; Nystrom

and Zhang 2019; Nystrom et al. 2020). Improving the repre-

sentation of air–sea enthalpy and momentum fluxes in partic-

ular is key to improving intensity forecast accuracy. Since sea

spray has been shown tomediate a significant percentage of the

total enthalpy and momentum fluxes in TCs (Andreas and

Emanuel 2001, hereafter AE1; Andreas 2004; Zhao et al. 2006;

Andreas 2010; Richter and Stern 2014; Mueller and Veron

2014b; Troitskaya et al. 2018b; Peng and Richter 2017, 2019,

2020), bulk parameterizations have begun to incorporate the

microphysics associated with sea spray–mediated fluxes. In

particular, many of the investigations specifically focus on the

way sea spray affects the bulk surface exchange coefficients for

enthalpy CK and momentum CD.

The bulk flux formulation for the air–sea enthalpy fluxHK is

typically of the form

H
K
5 r

a
C

K
jUj(k*2k) , (1)

where ra is the density of air, jUj is the magnitude of the wind

speed at a reference height,k* is the saturation specific enthalpy at

the surface, and k is the specific enthalpy at a reference height.

The typical reference height is 10m and is indicated with a sub-

script (e.g.,U10). The specific enthalpy is k5Lyq1 cpT, whereLy

is the latent heat of vaporization,q is the specific humidity, cp is the

specific heat of air, and T is the temperature.

The bulk flux formulation for the unidirectional air–sea

momentum flux (or surface stress) t is typically of the form

t5 r
a
C

D
jUjU . (2)

Themomentum flux (or sea surface drag) coefficientCD is used

to relate the friction velocity u* to the velocity at the reference

height such that CD 5 u2

*/U
2
10. Many of the experiments de-

scribed in this review which measure wind speed profiles in

order to calculate CD assume that the air near the surface is

neutrally stable, and thus the wind profile is

U(z)5
u*
k
ln

�
z

z
0

�
, (3)

where k is the von Kármán constant (50.4) and z0 is the

roughness length (Monin and Obukhov 1954).

Frameworks that simulate TCs and forecast TC intensity are

sensitive to the details of the surface exchange coefficient formu-

lations because several key quantities are functions of the coeffi-

cients or their ratio CK/CD. For example, the maximum azimuthal

wind speed is proportional to (CK/CD)
1/2, and both the central

pressure deficit and the ratio of the outer scale to the radius of

maximumwind depend on the ratioCK/CD (Emanuel 1986, 1995).

Figures 1 and 2 show some of the proposed exchange coef-

ficients for enthalpy flux andmomentum flux, respectively. The

ratio of these coefficients is shown in Fig. 3 when possible. The

data shown in Fig. 2 from Powell et al. (2003) correspond to

the 10–150m surface layer depth estimate and measurements,

and the data fromFrench et al. (2007) correspond to the average

CD from measurements in the 2.5m s21 bin around each data

point. The error bars fromPowell et al. (2003), French et al. (2007),

andRichter andStern (2014) indicate the 95%confidence interval,
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the error bars from Holthuijsen et al. (2012) represent the 90%

confidence interval, and the error bars from Bell et al. (2012)

represent one standard deviation away from the mean. The co-

efficients fromMueller and Veron (2014b) correspond to the case

with the sea spray generation function from Mueller and Veron

(2009a). Zhang et al. (2008) reported that the mean and standard

error of CK from their measurements was (1.16 6 0.07) 3 1023;

for clarity, only the mean is shown in Fig. 1. The coefficients

from Troitskaya et al. (2018b) correspond to field conditions

and a wave age of 3.5 as defined therein. Experimental results

are shown with open symbols while theoretical profiles that are

informed by experiments are shown with lines. The experi-

mental data were collected from published figures using digi-

tizing software, which introduces an error that should be at most

5%. The wide range of values and large error bars in these fig-

ures are a reflection of how challenging it is to determine how the

exchange coefficients scale with the 10-mwind speed. Numerical

models that use constant valued exchange coefficients often set

both coefficients equal to 1.03 1023 such that their ratio is unity.

Several reviews of sea spray production and its effects on

air–sea exchange have appeared, beginning with Bortkovskii

(1987) and continuing with Bryant and Akbar (2016) and

FIG. 1. The sea surface enthalpy exchange coefficientCK as a function ofU10 frommany of

the studies considered throughout this review. Note that DeCosmo et al. (1996) estimated the

sensible heat transfer coefficient CH and the latent heat transfer coefficient CE separately.

FIG. 2. The sea surface drag coefficient CD as a function of U10 from many of the studies

described throughout this review. Most studies find that CD increases with U10 until about

U10 5 30m s21. The plotted Donelan et al. (2004) data reflects the corrections published in

Curcic and Haus (2020) for the momentum budget method.
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Veron (2015). This review updates the earlier reviews and fo-

cuses on parameterizations of enthalpy and momentum fluxes

in the high wind speed regime that account for sea spray–

mediated exchange, with the goal of assisting the modeling

community since there have been many parameterizations

proposed and TC intensity is sensitive to the details of the

surface exchange algorithms. Section 2 reviews the theoretical

work that confirmed surface exchange coefficients, and there-

fore surface processes, were important for accurate TC inten-

sity estimates. Sections 3 and 4 review the results from field

campaigns and laboratory experiments, respectively, that di-

rectly or indirectly measured air–sea fluxes at extreme wind

speeds in the presence of spray. Section 5 reviews the contribu-

tions fromEdgarAndreas, with a focus on howhismicrophysical

model was used to estimate the enthalpy and momentum fluxes

from sea spray under extreme wind speeds. Section 6 reviews

numerical experiments of evaporating sea spray, particularly

those from Lagrangian particle experiments. Finally, section 7

summarizes a few of the key developments in sea spray gener-

ation functions for the high wind speed regime.

2. Theoretical models

a. Early evidence of the importance of CK and CD for
tropical cyclones

The air–sea fluxes of enthalpy and momentum have long

been acknowledged as important components of TC dynamics

(Byers 1944; Kleinschmidt 1951; Riehl 1950, 1954; Palmén and

Riehl 1957; Malkus and Riehl 1960). Early work on the impact

of the air–sea enthalpy flux on a TC includes Riehl (1950), who

showed how the enthalpy flux from the ocean was critical for

maintaining the pressure gradient in the core of a TC. Riehl

(1954) remarked that sea spray is clearly an important medi-

ator of air–sea flux since spray dramatically increases the sur-

face area available for sensible and latent heat exchange near

the high-speed, low-pressure region of the TC. Palmén and

Riehl (1957) related the heat flux from the ocean to both the

central pressure deficit and the mean tropospheric tempera-

ture, and also studied the air–sea flux of momentum through a

budget analysis. Malkus and Riehl (1960) estimated the sen-

sible and latent heat flux from the ocean as a function of radius

from the storm’s center and used a dynamic model of a steady

state, mature storm to study the momentum flux.

Some of the first studies that investigated the role of surface

fluxes from the ocean in TCmaintenance also estimated values

of the exchange coefficients. Palmén and Riehl (1957) esti-

mated the drag coefficient at various radial distances from

mean wind measurements; they found that it generally de-

creased away from the storm’s center and ranged from 1.4 3
1024 to 2.13 1023. They also found that the inflow layer depth

was deeper closer to the center of the storm. Malkus and Riehl

(1960) used an empirical drag coefficient that ranged from

1.13 1023 to 3.03 1023 and estimated the sensible and latent

heat exchange coefficients by using the results from their dy-

namical model to solve the bulk exchange equations for the

coefficients. They found that the sensible heat exchange coef-

ficient decreased closer to the storm’s center where the wind

speeds are higher, while the latent heat exchange coefficient

slightly increased closer to the storm’s center.

Several early studies that estimated the exchange coeffi-

cients from observations or simulations of TCs emphasized the

challenges involved. Miller (1962) made some of the first es-

timates of these coefficients from observations using both flight

level and ship data fromHurricaneHelene (1958).After assuming

a steady state, axially symmetric cyclone, Miller (1962) solved

for the coefficients using measurements of the radial transport

of angular momentum andmoist static energy. His calculations

showed that the enthalpy exchange coefficient and drag coef-

ficient were largest at the center of the storm, 3.6 3 1023 and

3.2 3 1023, respectively, and decreased to 3.2 3 1023 and

2.43 1023, respectively, at 60 n mi (1 n mi5 1.852 km) radially

away from the storm’s center. However, Miller repeatedly

FIG. 3. The ratio of the sea surface enthalpy exchange coefficient to the sea surface drag

coefficient from many of the studies described throughout this review that estimated both.
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stressed the limitations of this dataset, particularly how a lack

of reliable radial wind measurements required estimating the

radial winds indirectly, and urged the community to invest in a

campaign to gather more measurements to more accurately

determine the exchange coefficients. Hawkins and Rubsam

(1968) also used aircraft measurements to estimate the drag

coefficient. They calculated surface stress by assuming that it

balanced radial advection of absolute angular momentum and

found that CD increased with U10 for wind speeds up to about

46m s21. However, these authors also emphasized that there

was considerable uncertainty in the radial wind field mea-

surements, which the authors mention was the most important

term in their budget analysis. Some of the first simulations used

to infer the exchange coefficients were presented in Emanuel

(1995). The results suggested that the ratio of the exchange

coefficients was close to 1.5 in high wind conditions, however, if

dissipative heating is taken into account, the ratio would be

closer to unity (Bister and Emanuel 1998). Most subsequent

formulations of the exchange coefficients exhibit a ratio close

to this range, but there is not yet a firm consensus of how the

exchange coefficients should scale with various meteorological

variables. Emanuel (1995) noted that with relatively few ob-

servations at surface wind speeds exceeding 20m s21, it was

difficult to validate the results from the numerical simulations,

particularly the predicted relationship between the ratio CK/

CD and the maximum azimuthal wind speed. The sensitivity of

TC intensity to CK and CD from the theoretical analysis in

Emanuel (1986) and Emanuel (1995) coupled with the chal-

lenges associated with estimating their values that these early

studies discussed precipitated a vigorous pursuit of more ac-

curate formulations for the exchange coefficients.

b. Hypothesizing scaling laws for the high wind regime:
Emanuel (2003)

A set of scaling laws was developed in Emanuel (2003,

hereafter E3) suggesting that at very high wind speeds the

surface exchange coefficients become independent of wind

speed, but may depend on temperature. E3 considered an

idealized setup to isolate the key meteorological variables that

control air–sea flux in the presence of ubiquitous spray and

high winds. The setup was an interface between semi-infinite

regions of water and air with a uniform, horizontal pressure

gradient applied in the air. At high wind speeds there is no

clearly defined interface, but rather a continuum between

bubble-filled water and spray-filled air. The essential parame-

ters which govern this system are assembled into three di-

mensionless numbers:

R
u
[
r
l
u4

*
sg0

, R
s
[

s

r
l
y4/3l g01/3

, R
y
[

y
l

y
a

,

where rl is the density of water, s is surface tension, g0 is re-
duced gravity, yl is the kinematic viscosity of water, and ya is the

kinematic viscosity of air. Since Rs and Ry are constants,

the dynamics of a particular system can only scale with Ru.

E3 hypothesized that there is a regime of Ru corresponding to

very high wind speeds where the system dynamics become

independent from Ru. Additionally, the only length scale that

remains independent of viscous parameters is the Charnock

length lc 5 u2

*/g
0 (Charnock 1955). This implies that any other

length scales that might growwith wind speed, like the depth of

the spray layer, must be a function of the Charnock length. E3

used a mechanistic argument to show that the ratio CK/CD is

independent of wind speed and a decreasing function of the

undisturbed air temperature. This argument related the up-

ward mass flux of spray to both the air–sea enthalpy flux and

the air–sea momentum flux, resulting in a ratio CK/CD that is

close to unity for typical TC conditions. The similarity hy-

pothesis predicts a wind regime transition such that low wind

speed surface fluxes cannot be accurately extrapolated beyond

the transition point, and the numerical experiments that tested

the hypothesis in the last section of E3 used a gradient wind

speed of 30m s21 as the transition point. The sea surface

transition around wind speeds of 30m s21 is one of the recur-

ring results across many subsequent studies.

3. Estimating CK and CD from in situ observations

The Coupled Boundary Layer Air–Sea Transfer (CBLAST)

experiment was a collaboration between several divisions of

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and

the Office of Naval Research that diagnosed air–sea interac-

tion with many different techniques in a variety of environ-

ments from 2000 through 2005 (Black et al. 2007). One of the

goals of the experiment was to study air–sea interaction in TCs

so that parameterizations of boundary layer exchanges, and

ultimately intensity forecasts, could be improved. The in situ

data collected from airborne radar, GPS dropsondes, and

ocean buoys during this experiment represented the first

measurements relevant to air–sea flux at 10-m wind speeds

above 22m s21. The momentum flux was calculated from both

flight level measurements (French et al. 2007) and ocean buoys

(Jarosz et al. 2007). Both studies found that the drag coefficient

increased and then decreased with wind speed, although the

peak CD occurred at slightly different values of U10, about

25m s21 for French et al. (2007) and about 32m s21 for Jarosz

et al. (2007). The results from Jarosz et al. (2007) were shown to

be very similar to those from a much more recent study by Zou

et al. (2018) that also used ocean buoy data to estimate the drag

coefficient. The first direct measurements of latent heat flux

from the hurricane boundary layer were published by Drennan

et al. (2007); profiles of specific humidity, potential tempera-

ture, and wind speed are shown in Fig. 4 of their paper. They

found that the Dalton number, or humidity flux coefficient,

exhibited no significant wind speed dependence for 10-m

wind speeds up to 30m s21 and had an average value of

1.18 3 1023. Zhang et al. (2008) published the first direct

observations of sensible heat flux for 10-m wind speeds up to

30 m s21 and calculated the enthalpy flux coefficient. The

average CK from their measurements was (1.16 6 0.07) 3
1023, and their results did not show a detectable wind speed

dependence for CK. They suggested that surface conditions

including sea spray, may be responsible for the observed,

nearly constant result. Bell et al. (2012) estimated CD

and CK by using a control volume approach and also did

not find a strong wind speed dependence in either coefficient
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or their ratio, although their estimates have very large

error bars.

Several studies have examined GPS sonde profiles from TCs

in order to estimate CD and CK from classical flux-profile re-

lationships, and concluded that the sea spray and foam at the

surface significantly modulate the air–sea fluxes. Powell et al.

(2003) published the first estimates of CD in a TC using GPS

sonde data. Their analysis showed that the mean wind profile

was very nearly logarithmic with height, in agreement with

Eq. (3), and the calculations of CD suggested that the sea sur-

face drag coefficient peaked near U10 5 40m s21. Holthuijsen

et al. (2012) similarly analyzed GPS sonde data to estimate the

drag coefficient, though they used many more profiles and

showed results for CD over a larger range of wind speeds.

Holthuijsen et al. (2012) used an iterative approach based on a

modified neutral stability wind profile from Vickery et al.

(2009) to calculate the roughness length, and estimated the

fraction of white-cap coverage from the wind speed. Using

azimuthally averaged winds, they also found that the drag co-

efficient peaked around U10 5 40m s21, which was the same

wind speed at which the whitecap fraction reached 100%.

When they calculated the drag coefficient separately for dif-

ferent regions, they found CD varied in azimuth. Specifically,

the cross-swell region, which starts from the TC translation

vector and continues cyclonically for approximately 1208,
exhibited a larger drag coefficient for U10 . 30m s21. Both

studies suggested that the prevalence of spray and foam at

higher wind speeds was responsible for lowering the sea surface

drag by creating a ‘‘slip’’ layer. Laboratory experiments which

support these findings are discussed in section 4 of this review.

Richter and Stern (2014) used sonde profiles to specifically

look for evidence of sea spray–mediated enthalpy flux. They

found values of CK that were generally within the range of

values from other sources, but noted that the scaling of the

computed enthalpy flux HK much more closely followed

the scaling of spray-mediated fluxes with wind speed than the

scaling of interfacial fluxes with wind speed fromAndreas et al.

(2008). Richter and Stern (2014) hypothesized that one of the

reasons for the discrepancy between the estimates of CK from

laboratory studies and in situ measurements is that laboratory

studies may be primarily detecting the interfacial enthalpy flux.

Richter and Stern (2014) concluded that not only do observa-

tions appear to be detecting spray fluxes, but the observed

scaling suggested that sea spray is the dominant mechanism for

air–sea enthalpy flux in TCs.

Richter et al. (2016) investigated how precisely the flux-

profile method, used by several studies including Powell et al.

(2003) and Holthuijsen et al. (2012), can estimate either CK or

CD. The flux-profile method relies on Monin–Obukhov simi-

larity theory and the assumption of neutral stability which re-

sults in the wind profile from Eq. (3). Richter et al. (2016)

analyzed sonde data and the results from a large-eddy simu-

lation in which the exchange coefficients were prescribed. The

findings suggested that the flux-profilemethod can be useful for

diagnosing general trends in the exchange coefficients as

functions of wind speed, but the method may result in relative

errors as large as 50% for CD and 200% for CK for 10-m wind

speeds up to 50m s21. This study identified two types of factors

that contribute to uncertainty in the calculation of the ex-

change coefficients: ‘‘internal’’ factors which are parameters

specific to the flux-profile method like the bin width used to

group sonde profiles by velocity, and ‘‘external’’ factors like

uncertainty in the sea surface temperature or potential vi-

olations of the neutral stability assumption in the near-

eyewall region.

A few theoretical models used a turbulent kinetic energy

budget of the spray layer to explain the apparent decrease

or leveling-off of drag at high wind speeds from in situ obser-

vations. Makin (2005) used the logarithmic solution to the

turbulent kinetic energy balance equation from Barenblatt

(1979), who considered a turbulent region laden with heavy

particles, to develop a resistance law for the sea surface drag in

the presence of a stable layer of suspended sea spray drops. The

solution of the resistance law, which is applicable only in the

presence of substantial spray production corresponding to

U10 $ 33m s21, indicates that the drag coefficient gradually

levels off, in agreement with Powell et al. (2003). Kudryavtsev

(2006) found that the layer of large, heavy spume drops pro-

duced at high wind speeds inhibited turbulent mixing and led

to a decrease of the drag coefficient starting around U10 5
20m s21 and continuing through the highest wind speeds con-

sidered of almost U10 5 80m s21, where the drag coefficient

dropped to nearly 1.03 1024. This apparent ‘‘slippery surface’’

at high wind speeds also agreed well with Powell et al. (2003).

Bianco et al. (2011) constructed a budget of turbulent kinetic

energy for the spray-filled marine surface boundary layer. The

authors designed exchange coefficient formulations from the

results of several earlier studies (Fairall et al. 1996; Powell et al.

2003; Black et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008) such that their CD

peaked around U10 5 30m s21 while CK monotonically in-

creased. Their model showed that the larger drop sizes pro-

duced by higher wind speeds helped stabilize the spray layer,

which led to both a decrease in drag and an increase in sensible

and latent heat fluxes. They tested their parameterization of

sea spray in the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

Model (Skamarock et al. 2008) and found that including sea

spray led to a substantial increase TC intensity compared to a

control run.

4. Estimating CK and CD from laboratory experiments

A series of experiments with the University of Miami Air–

Sea Interaction Saltwater Tank (ASIST) represented some of

the first laboratory tests aimed at measuring the air–sea en-

thalpy and momentum fluxes under high wind conditions. The

wave tank has a 1-m2 cross section and a 15-m-long experi-

mental section. Donelan et al. (2004) used an x-film ane-

mometer to directly measure the Reynolds stress; the results

from these experiments showed that the drag coefficient ap-

peared to increase with wind speed initially and then remain

relatively constant. Curcic and Haus (2020) discovered a

postprocessing error that did not affect the overall profile from

Donelan et al. (2004), but did somewhat alter the magnitude of

the drag coefficient and the wind speed at which it appeared to

saturate. After the correction, the results from Donelan et al.

(2004) showed CD increased from about 1.5 3 1023 to about
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3.03 1023 for 10-m wind speeds from 5 to 30m s21 and did not

increase much beyond 3.0 3 1023 for 10-m wind speeds be-

tween 30 and 45m s21. Haus et al. (2010) replicated the ex-

periments from Donelan et al. (2004) to calculate the drag

coefficient and also collected detailed temperature observa-

tions to calculate CK. The results suggested CK is relatively

constant near 1.0 3 1023 for moderate 10-m wind speeds be-

tween 5 and 35m s21, which results in the ratio CK/CD fluctu-

ating between 2 and 0.5 over the same wind speeds. Jeong et al.

(2012) used ASIST experiments to estimate CK and calculated

that sea spray was enhancing CK by at most 38% compared to

spray-free conditions. This capacity to increase in the transfer

coefficient did not appear to vary with the 10-m wind speed as

long as it was above 13m s21. The calculated CK values from

these experiments were consistent with those in Haus et al.

(2010). Curcic and Haus (2020) also conducted experiments

with the ASIST setup similar to those of Donelan et al. (2004).

Their results agreed well with previous experiments; the cal-

culated CD saturated close to 2.5 3 1023 after the 10-m wind

speed exceeded about 25m s21. A couple of studies, Soloviev

et al. (2014) and Soloviev et al. (2017), used results fromASIST

experiments along with companion numerical experiments to

explore how spume production at the air–sea interface could

be thought of as resulting fromKelvin–Helmholtz instability at

the surface. Their parameterization for CD exhibited a peak

near U10 5 30m s21 and an aerodynamic drag well near U10 5
60m s21. These findings suggested that betweenU105 30m s21

and U10 5 60m s21, conditions at the sea surface favor inten-

sification since CD decreases with increasing wind speed.

Komori et al. (2018) used wave tank experiments to sepa-

rately measure the exchange coefficients for sensible heat CH

and latent heat CE. The Kyoto University wave tank is 15m

long and has a cross section of 1.28m2. The bulk exchange

parameterization from Eq. (1), which is used by many nu-

merical models, assumes that CH 5 CE 5 CK. Komori et al.

(2018) was the first study to test whether this assumption was

valid in the high wind regime. The results from the laboratory

experiments, which tested a range of equivalent 10-m wind

speeds up to U10 5 60m s21, showed that CH and CE are very

nearly equal to CK for the high wind regime. All three ex-

change coefficients also appear to be nearly constant with wind

speed until a significant amount of spray and foam is produced

at about U10 5 35m s21. The authors also computed CD from

their experimental results and found that CD increased until

about U10 5 35m s21 after which point the coefficient ap-

peared to remain constant. The ratio of CK/CD from these re-

sults is slightly larger than other estimates reaching above 1.25

for U10 5 80m s21 as shown in Fig. 3.

Troitskaya et al. (2020) analyzed the data from two wave

tank experiments to study the effect of surface waves on the

bulk exchange coefficients. The experiments used for this

analysis included Komori et al. (2018) and experiments con-

ducted in the Large Thermally Stratified Tank (LTST) at the

Institute of Applied Physics Russian Academy of Sciences

(IAP RAS); the facility for the latter is described in Troitskaya

et al. (2012). The authors found that the drag coefficient

gradually increasedwith both wind speed andwave fetch, while

the heat exchange coefficient was relatively constant until

approximately U10 5 33m s21, where it increased steeply with

increasing wind speed. The sharp increase in the heat transfer

correlated with both the dominant wavelength increasing be-

yond 40 cm and with increased whitecapping.

While foam is routinely observed at the air–sea interface in

high winds, experiments which measure its impact on sur-

face fluxes are relatively recent. A few studies expected

foam to play an important role in air–sea exchange. The

concluding remarks of Emanuel (1995) suggested that sur-

face exchange rates are likely sensitive to surfactants, and

that the presence of either naturally occurring or man-made

surfactants might be able to significantly modify the air–sea

fluxes in TCs. As mentioned earlier, both Powell et al.

(2003) and Holthuijsen et al. (2012) hypothesized that foam

acted like a slip layer which worked to decrease the sea

surface drag.

Troitskaya et al. (2019) studied the impact of foam that was

naturally created through wave breaking and foam that was

artificially created by introducing a surfactant in the LTST. The

surfactant did not alter the surface tension or viscosity of the

water and was able to generate substantial foam coverage.

The quasi-linear framework described in Troitskaya et al.

(2012) and Troitskaya et al. (2014) was used to calculate CD

from the experimental results. The quasi-linear model takes

the roughness length as an input, so Troitskaya et al. (2019)

developed a new model of the roughness length to account

for a sea surface with foam. Some aspects of this roughness

length model are similar to the model of roughness length from

Golbraikh and Shtemler (2016). Troitskaya et al. (2019) found

that the drag coefficient increased with the mean square slope

of the surface, and that the mean square slope decreased as the

fraction of the surface covered with foam increased. In other

words, more foam coverage tended to lower the steepness of

the surface, and the less steep the surface the smaller the drag

coefficient was found to be. Troitskaya et al. (2019) also offered

an explanation for why the calculated drag coefficient from

both their analysis and from many others who also considered

foam-covered surfaces [e.g., Powell et al. (2003), Jarosz et al.

(2007), Holthuijsen et al. (2012) and Richter et al. (2016), who

used in situ measurements, or Golbraikh and Shtemler (2016)

and Golbraikh and Shtemler (2020), who used laboratory

measurements] increases with U10 until a wind speed of about

30m s21, after which point it appears to decrease. At lower

wind speeds, there is little foam coverage and so as the wind

speed increases the steepness of the surface increases and the

production of spray, which serves as a momentum sink, in-

creases. Both of these effects contribute to increased drag.

However, at higher wind speeds where there is substantial

foam coverage, there are many competing effects which to-

gether result in a net decrease of the drag. Troitskaya et al.

(2019) identified two processes in the high wind speed regime

that increased the surface stress; these are an observed wid-

ening of the wave frequency spectrum and an increase in the

number of spray-producing events as described in Troitskaya

et al. (2017) and Troitskaya et al. (2018b). Three high wind

speed regime processes that decreased in drag, and ultimately

overwhelm the previous two processes, include an increase

in the fractional foam coverage, a decrease in the size of foam
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bubbles, and a decrease in the size and duration of spray-

producing events.

Vanderplow et al. (2020) also conducted laboratory exper-

iments to estimate the influence of surfactants, but they were

specifically interested in how biosurfactants could modify the

sea spray generation function. The experiments were con-

ducted with the previously mentioned ASIST setup. The

laboratory results, which were validated with numerical ex-

periments, showed that the concentration of spray drops with

radii between 100 and 500mm increased by approximately

39% in the presence of surfactants. This suggested that re-

gions affected by algal blooms or oil spills may locally exhibit

more sea spray and modify TC intensity. However, since

more sea spray could both enhance the enthalpy flux and

increase the sea surface drag, it is difficult to generalize about

the effect that surfactants have on TC intensity.

5. The Andreas corpus

The series of publications by Edgar Andreas on this topic is

almost a guided tour of the developments in sea spray–

mediated fluxes over the last 30 years.

The phase change equations developed by the cloud mi-

crophysics community were the foundation of Andreas’s mi-

crophysical model. He began with the coupled system of

equations in Pruppacher and Klett (1978), which described the

evolution of the temperature and radius of a single drop sus-

pended in uniform air. The change in a drop’s temperature and

radius, for a given set of ambient meteorological conditions,

can be used to calculate the enthalpy exchange between a

drop and the atmosphere according to the model described

throughout Andreas (1989, 1990, 1992, 1995) and AE1.

Under the two assumptions that all of the sea spray is able to

cool to at least the ambient air temperature, and all of the

spray which reenters the sea does so at the wet bulb tem-

perature Tw, the total sea spray enthalpy flux Qk,sp is

Q
k,sp

5 r
l
c
w
[T

s
2T

a
1 f (T

a
2T

w
)]F , (4)

where cw is the specific heat of seawater, Ts is the sea surface

temperature, Ta is the ambient air temperature, f is the fraction

of sea spray that falls back to the sea, and F is the total sea spray

volume flux.

Andreas defined characteristic time scales over which indi-

vidual spray drops exchanged enthalpy and momentum with

the atmosphere, and these time scales have since been used by

many, if not most, subsequent studies of sea spray flux. The

four main time scales are tT, tr, tf, and tac. The two time scales

tT and tr correspond to the time when the drop is within one

e-folding fraction of its equilibrium wet bulb temperature Teq

and equilibrium radius req, respectively (Andreas 1990, 1995).

Several papers, including Andreas (1995) and AE1, compared

these two time scales to illustrate the temporal decoupling

between the relatively fast process of temperature equilibra-

tion and the relatively slow process of mass loss. AE1 showed

that a drop that reenters the sea right after the fast process of

temperature adjustment has finished can substantially enhance

the air–sea enthalpy flux. This is discussed in detail below.

Andreas (2005) discussed how these two time constants, along

with Teq and req can be estimated without integrating the fully

coupled evaporation equations from Pruppacher and Klett

(1978). The last two time scales tf and tac correspond to the

time a drop spends aloft before reentering the sea and the time

it takes for a drop to accelerate to within one e-folding fraction

of U10 (Andreas 1992, 2004). A drop will transfer the most

enthalpy when tf is both greater than tT and much less than tr.

Additionally, a drop will extract the maximum amount of

momentum when tac � tf.

AE1 studied the impact of sea spray–mediated fluxes on the

large-scale enthalpy andmomentumfluxes in tropical cyclones.

While several earlier studies used themicrophysics of sea spray

evaporation to estimate the contribution of sea spray to the

large-scale air–sea fluxes at low wind speeds (Rouault et al.

1991; Fairall et al. 1994; Andreas et al. 1995), AE1 explored

how sea spray evaporation could substantially enhance the

enthalpy flux in the boundary layer of tropical cyclones where

sea spray is ubiquitous. AE1 attributed an enhanced enthalpy

flux to reentrant sea spray, which is sea spray that only partially

evaporates before returning to the sea. After ejection, a drop

will rapidly cool to its wet bulb temperature while it loses only

about 1% of its mass (Andreas 1995), then the drop will

steadily warm and shrink, exchanging sensible for latent heat

with the air until the drop is in thermoequilibrium with the

local air temperature. The drop contributes the maximum

amount of enthalpy to the air when it returns to the sea just

after it reaches its wet bulb temperature, which is lower than

the ambient air temperature and also the coldest the drop gets

during its life cycle. Further evaporation will reduce the mass

of the drop without lowering its temperature, thereby reducing

its net enthalpy transport. The total spray-mediated enthalpy

flux was calculated from an enthalpy conservation budget, al-

though it is also possible to derive the enthalpy flux from the

microphysical evaporation equations, as was done in Troitskaya

et al. (2018b). The size of the spray drop is very important in this

analysis. Smaller drops, with radii on the order of 10mm, are

very likely to evaporate completely before reentering the sea,

contributing little to the total enthalpy flux. AE1 suggested that

large drops, with radii on the order of 500mm, are unlikely to

remain aloft long enough to contribute substantially to the en-

thalpy flux. The drop size used as a proxy for all sea spray in this

analysis is the 100-mm drop, which is likely to return to the sea

about 3K colder than the ambient air temperature for typical

TC surface conditions. The results showed that the enthalpy flux

from sea spray was about 79Wm22 under moderate wind

speeds of U10 ’ 20m s21, and is likely substantially larger for

higher wind speeds which produce more spray.

Both AE1 and Andreas (2004) estimated the sea spray–

mediated momentum flux, or spray stress, from the amount of

energy needed to accelerate the spray drops. All drops except

the very largest ones were assumed to reach a significant

fraction of the free stream velocity. The largest drops are not

necessarily negligible, even if they are only aloft for a short

time, since they are the most massive and take the most energy

to accelerate. Note that any mass fluxed from sea to air,

whether in the form of liquid or vapor, will accelerate toward

the free stream velocity and thereby exert a drag on the air, and
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in the case of spray drops this is true whether or not the drop

reenters the sea. On the other hand, the stress on the ocean

exerted by spray is exclusively owing to reentrant drops.

Andreas considered the total air–sea enthalpy and mo-

mentum fluxes to be the sum of an interfacial flux and a spray

flux. Andreas et al. (2008) described how these two pathways

scale differently with mean meteorological variables such as

wind speed, air–sea temperature difference, and the gradient

of specific humidity. For instance, the interfacial enthalpy flux

appears to scale linearly with wind speed while the spray en-

thalpy flux appears to scale at a rate greater than quadratic with

wind speed. This difference in scaling was later leveraged by

Richter and Stern (2014) to identify the surface enthalpy flux

source from observations. Themomentum flux is also expected

to scale differently according to AE1, who showed that the

interfacial momentum flux scales with u2

* while the spray mo-

mentum flux scales with u4

*. Andreas (2004) estimated that for

low wind conditions (U10, 30m s21), spray accounts for about

10% of the total surface stress while at high wind conditions

(U10 . 60m s21) spray accounts for nearly all of the stress.

The bulk flux COARE (Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response

Experiment) algorithm is used to calculate the surface fluxes

and the rate at which sea spray cools and salinates the sea

surface; the evolution of this algorithm is described throughout

Andreas et al. (2008), Andreas (2010), and Andreas et al.

(2015). The COARE algorithm incorporated the results from

several air–sea exchange studies as it evolved, most notably

Fairall et al. (1996), Fairall et al. (2003), Perrie et al. (2005), and

Andreas et al. (2012). The total enthalpy flux is modeled as the

sum of interfacial and spray fluxes, and there is a feedback term

that accounts for sea spray cooling the air just above the surface

and increasing the air–sea temperature difference. The algo-

rithm is constructed with three tuning parameters primarily to

ameliorate the effect of uncertainty in the sea spray generation

function. The sea spray generation function is the number of

drops produced per unit area of sea surface, per unit time, per

unit drop radius and is denoted dF/dr. The parameters are

tuned with data from both HEXOS (Humidity Exchange Over

the Sea; Katsaros et al. 1987; DeCosmo et al. 1996) and

FASTEX (Fronts andAtlantic Storm-Tracks Experiment; Joly

et al. 1997; Persson et al. 2005). Figures 5 and 7 of Andreas

(2010) show that the amount by which sea spray can cool and

salinate the sea surface increases with wind speed up to the

lower bound of hurricane force winds (U10 ’ 40m s21).

Andreas looked for evidence of sea spray–mediated flux in

the data from both the HEXOS and the CBLAST (Coupled

Boundary Layer Air-Sea Transfer; Black et al. 2007) experi-

ments. Andreas and Decosmo (2001) analyzed data from the

HEXOS experiment and found that the difference between

the measured enthalpy flux and the enthalpy flux predicted

by bulk aerodynamic models could be explained by a sea

spray–mediated flux. Andreas and Decosmo (2001) used the

HEXOS data to show that for moderate wind speeds of

about 15–18m s21, sea spray supported between 10% and

40% of the total latent heat flux and about 10% of the total

sensible heat flux, compared to the interfacial flux. Andreas

(2010) later calculated, also using the HEXOS data, that the

spray and interfacial fluxes contributed roughly equally to

the total air–sea flux of enthalpy for wind speeds of about

40 m s21. Andreas (2011) used the algorithm from Andreas

et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) to estimate CK and CD, or

more precisely the neutral stability exchange coefficients

that come from Eq. (3). The results showed that both CK and

CD increased with wind speed, and both have values ranging

from approximately 1.0 3 1023 to about 4.0 3 1023 for U10

from about 5 to 40 m s21. The ratio CK/CD was between

about 0.5 and 1.0 for this range of 10-m wind speeds, which

was generally within the range of the data from CBLAST for

the same wind speeds.

6. Numerical experiments

This section reviews the studies that used numerical simu-

lations to estimate the sea spray fluxes. Many of the studies in

this section considered an Eulerian carrier flow into which

Lagrangian particles were injected, which is a much more

computationally tractable way to estimate the influence of, and

any feedbacks involving, sea spray compared to attempting to

resolve microscale spray drop production processes.

The numerical model SeaCluse was among the earliest to

model net sea spray–mediated fluxes from drop motions and

concentrations. While SeaCluse was developed for 10-m wind

speeds no greater than 25m s21 and only considered jet drops

produced from bursting bubbles, these numerical experiments

provided an important foundation and benchmark for subse-

quent numerical and theoretical investigations. SeaCluse is a

1D Eulerian model that treated drop mass concentrations as

scalar fields in an approach similar to the one developed by

Ling and Kao (1976). The drop mass concentrations are

modulated by drop ejection, drop deposition, gravitational

effects, inertial effects, turbulent diffusion, and evaporation.

Model calibration was performed with results from experi-

ments conducted in the Large Air–Sea Interaction Simulation

Tunnel at Institut de Mecanique Statistique de la Turbulence

through theHEXIST (HEXOSExperiments In the Simulation

Tunnel) program, a component of the HEXOS program

(Mestayer and Lefauconnier 1988;Mestayer et al. 1989). These

experiments used submerged aerators to inject bubbles that

would burst at the surface to produce jet drops. In one of its

earliest iterations1, Rouault et al. (1991) used the model to

study the vertical profiles of drop mass concentrations, water

vapor, and sensible heat under different humidity and wind

speed conditions. As expected, a higher relative humidity

generally suppressed evaporation. Of the two free-streamwind

speeds considered 10 and 25m s21, the higher wind speed

condition led to three notable outcomes: 1) more vertically

uniform mass concentrations, especially for larger drops, 2) a

net greater water vapor flux from the same drop population,

and 3) a corresponding net reduction in sensible heat flux.

Mestayer et al. (1996) extended the code to model open ocean,

rather than laboratory, conditions, although this version did

1 This version of the model was called Couche Limite

Unidimensionelle Stationnaire d’Embrums (CLUSE) which trans-

lates to one-dimensional, stationary, drop boundary layer.
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not include evaporation. They found that drops tended to be-

come concentrated near the wave crests, and were transported

to this height primarily by the mean airflow between wave

crests rather than by turbulent air motions. They also found

that the residence time of larger drops (r0 . 90mm) tended to

be much less dependent on the 10-m wind speed than was

predicted by Andreas (1992), increasing at a rate ofU0:3
10 rather

than U2
10. Van Eijk et al. (2001) incorporated evaporation into

SeaCluse and, similar to the findings fromRouault et al. (1991),

observed that water vapor flux from evaporating sea spray

exhibited a strong wind speed dependence. At the highest wind

speed examined U10 5 20m s21, they found that the humidity

exchange coefficient for the evaporating case was 30% larger

than the nonevaporating case, underscoring the importance of

sea spray–mediated water vapor flux.

Another early model, Gwaihir, was developed around the

same time as SeaCluse and was also calibrated with data col-

lected through theHEXIST program (Edson et al. 1988; Edson

1989; Edson and Fairall 1994; Edson et al. 1996). The simula-

tions of evaporating drops in the 1D Lagrangian version of

Gwaihir produced vertical profiles of liquid water content that

agreedwell with experimental results (Edson and Fairall 1994).

Edson et al. (1996) combined the Lagrangian model with an

Eulerian code, and allowed the drops to interact with the scalar

fields of temperature and specific humidity. This extension

improved the agreement between the numerical and experi-

mental profiles of liquid water content compared to Edson and

Fairall (1994). Additionally, the increase in the temperature

and specific humidity fields due to drop evaporation under

low wind speeds were shown to agree well with the results

fromRouault et al. (1991). While they only considered a low

wind speed ofU10 5 7.5 m s21, Edson et al. (1996) found that

drop evaporation effected maximum increases of 0.18C and

0.05 g kg21 in the temperature and specific humidity fields,

respectively.

The series of papers describing the development of the

Mueller–Veron model for air–sea flux from 2009 through 2014

culminated in estimates of how spray-mediated fluxes and bulk

exchange coefficients evolved with wind speed. This model

considered air–sea fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, and

moisture to be the sum of the sea spray–mediated flux and the

interfacial flux. The interfacial momentum flux is calculated

according to the model described in Mueller and Veron (2009c)

and the interfacial sensible heat and moisture fluxes are calcu-

lated according to the model described in Mueller and Veron

(2010b). Mueller and Veron (2014a) used a Lagrangian sto-

chastic model of evaporating sea spray drops, the development

of which is described inMueller and Veron (2009b) andMueller

and Veron (2010a), to estimate the contributions from individ-

ual drops to the overall flux. In contrast to Andreas (1992),

which considered drop residence times to depend on the sig-

nificantwaveheight, the results fromMueller andVeron (2014a)

did not show a clear relationship between the residence times

and the significant wave height. The results showed that small

drops (defined as drops whose terminal velocity was less

than the vertical turbulent velocity) in particular reentered

the sea much warmer than predicted by the microphysical

equations for a drop experiencing the ambient 10-m conditions.

The explanation was that the adjustment time scales for small

drops is sufficiently short that, even if they experienced ambient

conditions at 10m during their flight, the drops warm up before

reentry as they adjust to the near-surface conditions. This has the

effect of depressing the net sensible heat flux. Mueller and

Veron (2014b) developed a feedback model that used the final

temperatures and radii of spray from the Lagrangian stochastic

simulations in Mueller and Veron (2014a). The sea spray gen-

eration functions from both Fairall et al. (1994) andMueller and

Veron (2009a) were used to study how the composition of spray

affects the fluxes. Mueller and Veron (2014b) found that the sea

spraymediated nomore than about 10%of the total momentum

flux for either sea spray generation function (SSGF) at any wind

speed up toU105 50m s21, in contrast to Andreas (2004) which

found that by U10 5 60m s21, spray mediated nearly all of the

momentum flux. The feedback model allows spray fluxes to

modify the ambient conditions, which in turn affects the spray

fluxes. Figure 6 of Mueller and Veron (2014b) shows the impact

of feedback effect on the spray-mediated fluxes of sensible and

latent heat; the results highlight the sensitivity of spray-mediated

fluxes to the SSGF. While using the feedback model at higher

wind speeds generally resulted in less spray-mediated sensible

and latent heat flux for the SSGF from Fairall et al. (1994), the

same could not be said of the SSGF from Mueller and Veron

(2009a). Using the latter SSGF resulted in a slight flux en-

hancement at U10 5 50m s21. Finally, the drag coefficient cal-

culated from these results using either SSGF agreed well with

previous estimates; CD increased relatively steeply with wind

speed until about U10 5 30m s21 and subsequently increased

more slowly with wind speed. The enthalpy exchange coefficient

also agreed well with previous estimates, most of which corre-

sponded to wind speeds below U10 5 30m s21. At higher wind

speeds, their estimate ofCK increases sharply in agreement with

somemore recently published coefficients fromTroitskaya et al.

(2018b) and Komori et al. (2018).

Lagrangian spray particles subject to large eddy circulations

in the boundary layer of a TC were analyzed throughout

Shpund et al. (2011, 2012) and Shpund et al. (2014). The do-

main was a 2D r–z plane that extended 600m in the radial

direction and 400m in the vertical from the ocean surface. The

simulation explicitly calculated the sea spray dynamics in-

cluding the growth, condensation, evaporation, sedimentation,

and collisions of drops. Shpund et al. (2011) found that the

large eddy-driven enthalpy flux increased with the background

wind speed for wind speeds up toU105 20m s21. Shpund et al.

(2012) found that sea spray evaporation moistens and cools the

boundary layer when the relative humidity is below 90% while

evaporation is significantly inhibited at humidities much higher

than 90%. Shpund et al. (2014) found that spray contributed up

to a 15% increase in relative humidity and up to a 1.5-K tem-

perature drop in the simulation domain as the 2D region

translated radially from the eye toward the eyewall. Shpund

et al. (2014) concluded by proposing a new sea spray drop size

distribution based on their simulation results.

The three studies Peng andRichter (2017, 2019) andPeng and

Richter (2020) used direct numerical simulations (DNSs) with a

Lagrangian–Eulerian framework and focused on whether com-

mon assumptions made by many bulk flux algorithms, including
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neglecting interactions between spray drops and neglecting

feedbacks between spray fluxes and the ambient conditions, are

valid assumptions. The 3D domains used throughout these ex-

periments were all on the order of 0.01m3, had a no slip lower

boundary condition, and a stress-free upper boundary condition.

The frictionReynolds numbers for the experiments ranged from

200 to 1500. Spray particleswere injected at random locations on

the lower boundary with an initial velocity that was randomly

chosen from a uniform distribution between zero and the ve-

locity that would propel the drop to 1/8 of the domain height in

quiescent conditions. For each particle that exited the domain,

another was injected such that the number of particles was

constant. The model allowed the spray to exchangemomentum,

heat, and moisture with the ambient environment. Sea spray

exchanged momentum with the air through the particle mo-

mentum equation which had both a Stokes drag and a gravita-

tional settling term. Sea spray exchanged heat andmoisture with

the air according to the thermodynamic fluxmodel based on the

formulations from Andreas (1992, 1995); Mueller and Veron

(2010a) and Helgans and Richter (2016). The results from Peng

and Richter (2017) showed that small drops with radii less than

50mm were not able to contribute much enthalpy flux, while

larger drops could enhance the enthalpy flux. This agrees well

with the drop size analysis in AE1. The results from Peng and

Richter (2019) suggested that bulk flux formulations, specifically

those from Fairall et al. (1994) and Andreas et al. (2015), may

overestimate the contribution from sea spray. Peng and Richter

(2019) found that the Andreas et al. (2015) formulation may

overestimate the sensible heat flux from sea spray by as much as

an order of magnitude and that the Fairall et al. (1994) formu-

lation resulted in total fluxes that are up to 120% of the total

fluxes computed by the DNS for small (r , 20mm) drops, but

was generally more accurate for larger (r . 70mm) drops. One

of the reasons for this was that the DNS results showed that

there was a negative feedback between the interfacial flux of

heat and the spray flux of heat, which is in contrast to the bulk

flux formulation from Andreas et al. (2015) that assumed a

positive feedback between interfacial and spray fluxes. Another

reason the two bulk parameterizations considered here may

overestimate the enthalpy flux compared to the DNS results is

that they assumed that spray drops experience the ambient 10-m

conditions and generally return to the sea after they have cooled

substantially, but before the drop lost much mass. The DNS

showed that drops with long residence times relative to their

thermal adjustment time scale typically do not reenter much

cooler than the ambient air temperature. The smaller a drop is,

the longer its residence time, and the more likely it is that

the bulk formulations will consider it to have contributed

more enthalpy than these DNS results predict. The authors

suggested a technique for mitigating overestimations from drops

which are aloft longer could be to calculate an effective ambient

environment that is a function of the sea spray thermal and

residence time scales. Unlike the previous two studies that used

particles of the same radius in each experiment, and varied the

size between experiments, Peng and Richter (2020) injected sea

spray particles of different radii together to investigate the as-

sumption that sea spray drops do not interact with each other. In

particular, they studied whether it is accurate to superpose the

fluxes from drops of different sizes as many bulk parameteri-

zations do. The results from these DNSs suggested that spray

drops of different sizes do interact. In one of these experiments,

the error in the total heat flux was 15.5%, so neglecting to ac-

count for sea spray interactions could lead to a nontrivial over-

estimation of sea spray fluxes. One of the sources of error

appeared to come from the large drops modifying the ambient

environment in the near-surface region. As was found by other

numerical experiments, the concentration of large drops was

larger toward the bottom boundary compared to smaller drops

which were more uniformly distributed throughout the domain.

The small drops are very sensitive to the local air conditions near

the bottom of the domain, as shown in Peng and Richter (2017),

and so as the large drops contributemore latent heat to the near-

surface region the contribution from the smaller drops is di-

minished according to the DNS. Since bulk parameterizations

do not take this into account, they tend to overestimate the spray

fluxes compared to the DNS results. To ameliorate the issue of

flux overestimation due to the noninteraction assumption, the

authors proposed selecting a representative drop in place of

modeling the whole spectrum of drops, as is done in AE1, and

suggested a volume-weighted approach for selecting the size of

the drop. This simplifies the computational requirements of in-

corporating spray fluxes and the authors found that this ap-

proach worked well to avoid overestimating the spray fluxes.

7. Sea spray generation functions

Most if not all investigations that discuss the influence of sea

spray on TC intensity raise the concern that significant uncer-

tainty in the sea spray generation function (SSGF) is a primary

obstacle inhibiting a more accurate estimate of air–sea ex-

change. While the amount of sea spray produced and the drop

size distribution are critical for predicting the spray fluxes

(Mueller and Veron 2014b), measuring sea spray production in

high winds is exceptionally challenging and there are relatively

few experiments which have attempted it.

The wealth of literature on the topic of sea spray production

over the open ocean has motivated a number of studies to re-

view and compare SSGFs. The sea spray aerosol community

has contributed heavily to research on SSGFs, and particularly

in quantifying the production of very small drops (r , 10mm).

Reviews of work in this area can be found in Lewis et al. (2004),

O’Dowd and De Leeuw (2007), and De Leeuw et al. (2011).

Compared to these reviews, the reviews byAndreas (2002) and

Veron (2015) include many more SSGFs that estimate spray

production for relatively large drops (r. 500mm) under much

higher wind speeds. The intention of this section is not to be a

comprehensive review of SSGFs, but to highlight both the

importance of and the challenges surrounding estimating the

SSGF under extreme wind speeds.

Figure 4 shows a small subset of the SSGFs developed from

observations. Since it is not possible to plot all of the functions

for the same U10 due to either the limited wind speed range

over which they were designed to be valid or due to the results

coming from experiments that were conducted at only a few

wind speeds, Fig. 4 separates the functions into a low wind

speed group, evaluated at U10 5 18m s21, and a high wind
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speed group, evaluated at U10 5 36m s21. Initial estimates of

spray generation at high wind speeds relied on extrapolating

sparse observations from lower wind speeds. For example,

Andreas (1992) developed an SSGF for moderate wind speeds

of up to U10 5 20m s21 based on observations from Wu et al.

(1984), extrapolating the results to higher wind speeds and to

larger drop sizes than were available in the data. Fairall et al.

(1994) composed their SSGF by incorporating a whitecap

fraction dependence from Fairall (1990) into the SSGF pro-

posed by Andreas (1992). Andreas (1998) modified and ex-

trapolated from the results in Smith et al. (1993) to arrive at a

function that was valid for 10-m wind speeds up to 32.5m s21.

Andreas (2002), who reviewed 13 SSGFs, concluded that the

Fairall et al. (1994) SSGF was the most reliable to date.

The considerable discrepancies among the functions are

themselves a topic of interest, and the subsequent studies offer

several explanations of how differences in the wave-generation

techniques, the composition of the water, the wave age pa-

rameter b, and the sea spray detection setup could affect the

estimated SSGF.

Both of the studies by Fairall et al. (2009) and Ortiz-Suslow

et al. (2016) generated spume in a wave tank and then used a

profile-matching technique to estimate the SSGF. Fairall et al.

(2009) concluded that the observed concentration of drops

agreed well with the theoretical power-law concentration

profile, while Ortiz-Suslow et al. (2016) found that a loga-

rithmic concentration profile better fit the observed concen-

trations in their experiments than the more commonly used

power-law profile. These experiments differed slightly in the

way they produced waves which may have led to differences in

spray production; Ortiz-Suslow et al. (2016) relied onwind alone

while Fairall et al. (2009) used a combination of wind and

a mechanical wave maker. Richter et al. (2019) conducted a

large-eddy simulation of sea spray using Lagrangian particle

tracking to evaluate the technique of profile-matching, which is

predicated on reaching an equilibrium state where drop gener-

ation balances drop deposition. The results from Richter et al.

(2019) showed that the profile-matching technique does not

work well for large drops (with radii greater than about 600mm)

since they are likely to be significantly impacted by near-surface

wave-induced turbulence and to have enough mass such that

their trajectories deviate from the streamlines of the flow.

Figure 4 of Richter et al. (2019) shows the discrepancy between

the power-law prediction and the numerical simulation results

for different drop sizes.

Mehta et al. (2019) used wave tank experiments to investi-

gate the differences between freshwater spume and seawater

spume. They found that using seawater led to more spume

production at all measured radii (86mm # r0 # 1386mm) and

for all tested wind speeds (36m s21#U10# 54m s21), but that

seawater spume drops were generally more heavily concen-

trated near the lower levels while the freshwater drops were

comparatively more evenly vertically dispersed. The authors

compared their results to the wave tank experiments con-

ducted by Fairall et al. (2009) and Veron et al. (2012). While

Fairall et al. (2009) generally found lower concentrations of

spray drops than Mehta et al. (2019) at similar wind speeds,

there were some important differences between the two ex-

periments. Fairall et al. (2009) may not have been able to

measure large drops as well as Mehta et al. (2019) due differ-

ences in imaging equipment, the experiments made observa-

tions at different heights relative to the significant wave height,

and Mehta et al. (2019) generated waves from wind alone

rather than using the combination of wind and a wave maker.

Fairall et al. (2009) also tested both fresh and saline water and

did not find discrepancies as significant as those found by

FIG. 4. A few of the available sea spray generation functions plotted as a function of initial

drop radius r0.
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Mehta et al. (2019), perhaps because Fairall et al. (2009) used

salted freshwater (24 psu) while Mehta et al. (2019) used sea-

water (34 psu). The experimental setup of Mehta et al. (2019)

was more similar to that of Veron et al. (2012), albeit Veron

et al. (2012) only used freshwater. While Mehta et al. (2019)

observedmore large drops and fewer smaller drops thanVeron

et al. (2012), the results from the two freshwater experiments

generally agreed well.

Several studies have adopted the dimensionless windsea

Reynolds number as the independent parameter for their

SSGFs rather than a wind speed variable; it has been shown to

scale very well with measured spray production and greatly

ameliorate large discrepancies in SSGF estimates. Toba and

Koga (1986), and several subsequent studies that built on their

work, showed that some surface processes, including the pro-

duction of sea spray, scaled extremely well with the dimen-

sionless numberReB 5 u2

*/(vpya), wherevp is the spectral peak

frequency of the wind-waves (Iida et al. 1992; Zhao and Toba,

2001; Zhao et al. 2003). Named the windsea Reynolds number

in Toba et al. (2006), ReB describes the development of the sea

surface and structure of the waves by comparing the inertial

and viscous forces (Ma et al. 2020). As in Zhao et al. (2006), the

windsea Reynolds number is often written as a product of

CDU
3
10/(gya) and the wave age parameter b5 g/(vpU10). Toba

et al. (2006) showed that using ReB as the independent variable

produced much better agreement between estimates of CD

from different experiments than using either U10 or u*, since
CD depends not only on the wind speed but also on the wave

age. They also found that CD generally increased with ReB.

Zhao et al. (2006) proposed a new SSGF that is a function of

ReB based on data from both laboratory experiments and field

observations, and estimated the associated air–sea heat and

momentum fluxes. Since ReB considers both the wind speed

and the development of the sea surface, it is especially helpful

for comparing results from fetch-limited laboratory experi-

ments with field observations. Zhao et al. (2006) found that the

spray-induced stress, sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux

all increased monotonically with ReB; some notable regime

transitions they observed include ReB ’ 103, which marks the

appearance of spume, ReB’ 105, which marks the point where

spray heat fluxes are comparable to interfacial heat fluxes, and

ReB ’ 106, which marks the point where spray momentum

fluxes are comparable to interfacial momentum fluxes.

A series of laboratory experiments chronicled in Troitskaya

et al. (2017, 2018a) and Troitskaya et al. (2018b) revealed how

the production of large drops from an important sea spray

creation mechanism had significant implications for both the

structure of the SSGF under high wind conditions and the

spray-mediated enthalpy and momentum fluxes. These ex-

periments were conducted using the previously mentioned

LTST (Troitskaya et al. 2012). The tank is 10m long and has a

cross-sectional area of 0.16m2. The equivalent 10-m wind

speeds that were tested ranged from 18 to 33m s21. Troitskaya

et al. (2017) showed that the dominant method of sea spray

creation at highwinds was the ‘‘bag-breakup’’ mechanism. This

mechanism of spray production was first identified in wave

tank experiments by Veron et al. (2012) who observed many

more large spray drops than earlier SSGFs predicted (it is

important to note that both the experiments in Veron et al.

(2012) and the series of experiments by Troitskaya et al. were

conducted with freshwater). Troitskaya et al. (2018a) meticu-

lously explained how this mechanism increased the production

of large spray drops. High-resolution images from the water’s

surface revealed bags, which have a thin membrane or canopy

and a relatively thicker rim, would inflate and burst resulting in

many small canopy drops and many large rim drops. This

process results in a bimodal SSGF which is shown in Fig. 4; this

SSGF is qualitatively similar to the drop size distribution

published in Koga and Toba (1981) and Iida et al. (1992) where

the authors hypothesized that two different processes were

responsible for the separate peaks rather than two elements

of one process. After quantifying the frequency of bag pro-

duction under different wind and environmental conditions,

Troitskaya et al. (2018a) found that the threshold for acti-

vating the bag-breakup mechanism in the laboratory was

ReB ’ 4000 (corresponding to a 10-m wind speed of about

30m s21 in their setup). The authors also point out that with

longer fetches, it may be possible that the threshold for bag-

breakup becoming the dominant mechanism in field condi-

tions could be closer to U10 5 10m s21. Troitskaya et al.

(2018b) quantifies the impact of this new SSGF on the air–sea

flux of enthalpy and momentum, and proposed analytical

functions for CK and CD based on these results, which are

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Both exchange coefficient formula-

tions increase withU10 until about 30m s21, after which point

the increase in CK steepens while CD stalls. As a result, the

ratio of these coefficients CK/CD, which again is proportional

to the square of the maximum potential intensity of TCs, also

steepens around U10 5 30m s21.

Impressive observations of the sea spray volume flux during

Tropical Cyclone Olwyn were recently published by Ma et al.

(2020). In situ observations of sea spray are incredibly sparse

and rarely capture drops created in high wind speed conditions.

Ma et al. (2020) used laser altimeters to observe the sea spray

volume flux in 10-m wind speeds as high as 22.7m s21. The

same instruments deployed for this field experiment were used

to study sea spray production in a wave tank by Toffoli et al.

(2011), the results of which generally agreed well with those of

Troitskaya et al. (2018a) although, as in Ma et al. (2020),

Toffoli et al. (2011) could only observe the total sea spray

volume flux while Troitskaya et al. (2018a) observed the spray

flux as a function of drop size. The observed sea spray volume

flux fromMa et al. (2020) was two to three orders of magnitude

larger than previous estimates from Iida et al. (1992), Fairall

et al. (1994), Andreas (1998), Zhao et al. (2006), Toffoli et al.

(2011), and Troitskaya et al. (2018a). The authors concluded by

proposing a sea spray volume flux parameterization that is a

function of both the windsea Reynolds number and the sig-

nificant wave height.

8. Conclusions

Several studies have already integrated the findings from sea

spray–mediated exchange into large-scale simulations. For

example, Liu et al. (2011) simulated an idealized TC using

WRF coupled to both a wave and an ocean model such that
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spray fluxes and dissipative heating were able to influence the

boundary layer energetics. They found a positive feedback

between wind speed and the heat fluxes from spray and dissi-

pative heating, which increased themaximum 10-mwind speed

by about 20% compared to a control simulation. More re-

cently, Garg et al. (2018) integrated spray-mediated flux for-

mulations from the Andreas corpus along with surface-wave

effects into WRF, and found that the spray and surface wave

modules produced a stronger hurricane compared to a control

simulation. Wada et al. (2018) showed that the choice of sea

spray parameterization can significantly impact the air–sea latent

heat flux in TC simulations. These findings support the conclu-

sion that microscale processes can significantly influence large-

scale dynamics, and demonstrate how improvements in sea spray

flux parameterizations can be used to improve TC simulations.

While the values for CK and CD are well understood to an

order of magnitude, their (often direct) proportionality to

critical TC metrics represents a huge sensitivity that amplifies

forecast uncertainty. Experiments can detect the influence of

sea spray on the air–sea exchange and microphysical equations

can be used to introduce the effects of sea spray into bulk pa-

rameterizations throughCK andCD. Unfortunately, uncertainty

in the SSGF ultimately propagates into the bulk formulations.

However, theoretical and experimental efforts are converging

on some common findings which are repeatedly corroborated

through different techniques. For example, the qualitative na-

ture of the sea surface appears to transition at a 10-mwind speed

of about 30m s21. Such a transition was predicted by the theo-

retical model in E3, supported by models like the one described

in Andreas (2004), validated with observations of whitecap

coverage (e.g., Holthuijsen et al. 2012) and laboratory experi-

ments (e.g., Donelan et al. 2004), and coincides with the acti-

vation of a spray production mechanism that produces many

more large drops that exert a greater influence on the surface

fluxes compared to smaller drops (Troitskaya et al. 2018a). Both

theoretical and experimental efforts confirm that sea spray has a

significant effect on the total air–sea flux. Experimental data and

theoretical models will continue to confirm and challenge ex-

isting preconceptions about the nature of sea spray and its role in

modulating the intensity of tropical cyclones, working toward

the common goal of improving intensity forecasts and our un-

derstanding of surface fluxes at extreme wind speeds.
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